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The Prosecution did not succeed in "bringing "before the Tri"bunal
one single witness who did not see in Baron Steengracht a kind, help
ful always affa"ble man# Not one Prenchman, Bane, Hungarian or
Jew appeared against him. The Heichsverweser of.^Kungary, Admiral
Korthy, who was for 25 years the representative of his country,
confirmed to the Honora'ble Tri"bunal here,on 4 March of this year,
f
that he esteemed him highly^that he never connected bin in any wa^
with ugly measures, and that he was convinced that he (Steengracht)
was always in opposition to Hitler* e "brutalities (-Toip. 285152). The
Indictment, nevertheless, connects Steengracht with such brutalities,
namely in Prance, Banmark, and Hungary. Baron Steengracht was never
in Prance or in Benmark at the time in questionj he only passed
through Hungary on his way to the funeral of the Bulgarian king.
¥e are confronted with the pro'blem of liability for the guilt of
another. • ''C
In the case of the first crime.•.lentioned in the bible, the
murder of Abel by Cain, it was simple to establish the connection
between the deadly blows of Cain and the death of Abel, and to
determine the question of guilt. But jurisprudence woifLd luave had
a difficult task, if this connection liad not been so clearly visible •
If in the middle ages, a mad dog hurt a Child, the dog was condemned,
and there was no possibility of punishing the owner of the dog for
neglecting to keep a watch on the dog* In modern law, the owner of a
dog given to biting .who did not put a muzzle on the dog, could be
punished because of bodily Injury throug negligence, resulting
perhaps in death.. And wiiat about the responsibility of the man who
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supplied ihe auzzle, if it shows a flaw in the leaking? Would he also
"be liable to pimishnient for the causal connection wlilch exists
betv/een the faulty seam of the muzzle and the subsequent fa.tal reason
of the bite? The missionary Henri Wicod has just had publislied by
the Idbiairie Payot in Lausanne, a book about his experiences v;ith
prlEiitive tribes still living to-day. One of the stories he relates is
about an Australian fisherman who having pulled his .nets out of the
water several times without a catch, suddenly sees a straJig©. man
appear from behind the bushes. The fisherman realizes at once,
so says Wicod; that this man is responsible for the bad c&tcn,
^id so convinced is he of this, that he throws himself upon tlie
r-ian and kills him, (Henri iTicodJ "La Vie Mysterieuse de l^Afriqu.e
Hoire^, Librairie Payot, Lausanne, 1948•)
This example, which at first sight seems ludicrous, causes us
to examine our normal thinking from two aspects: Tiie chief of this
South Sea fisherman's tribe would certainly not sentence him to
death for manslaughter, A tribunal of the civilized State vrhich has
the Protectorship of this island, would most certainly d'o so, if
the victim had been a white mane But according to v/liich law? The
othor problem is even more difficult, Plate already held that there
were three different stages in the formation of concrete Imowledge,
the Boxa, the Blanola, and the Episterne, The Boxa is the refloction
of an observation in our intellect, i,e, the ascertainment made by a
witness of Cain's fratricide. The Bianoia is a conclusion reached
in the sphere of thinking, for example the perception of the Australian
fisherman tl.at the stranger drove the fishes out of his nets by magic,
and the Eplsteme in the "immediate comprehension", the evidence with
out proof vrhich enables the judge of a civilized nation, to see in the
action of the savage
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an act of Eanslaughter which nust be punished if nen are to live
together* As soon as we are confronted, in jurisdiction vdth facts
which are not recognizable by iiiimediate observation, we nust be certain
that we either folloi; a process of pure thoughts, or that we operate on
perceptions derived fron evidence uncolored by ©notions, We liave,
therefore, to adnit that we depend on a nethod, on a training of our
thinld.ng» !Por the jurist this is the law.
To connect Baron Steengracht,for instance, with the arrest of people
in Paris, Copenhagen or Budapest, i.e. 500 to 1000 kn distant, there
nust first of all be a law and furthemore a tribunal which can apply
tills law within its oompetencey.
The Indictment is based on Control Council Law Ho. lO, This Law
Ho* 10 derives fron the Moscow Declaration of 30 October 1943 and
fron iihe London Agreement of 8 August 1945. The Tribunal is established
according to ordinance Ho* 7 of the United States Military Governnent*
Since the Huremberg trials started, not only the Defense, but also the
entire jurisprudence have been discussing whether the London Charter,
and thus also Control Council Law Ho. 10 is an ex-post-facto-law, and,
tlierefore, contrary to one of the fundamental principles of la.w« ^he
IMT itself in its judgment stated the legal niaxlm "uullum crinen sine
lege" as a principle of j.ustice* (Section 5)o The Chief Prosecutor
of the Sovia^c Union, Major General Il<A-.R^3denko, in his speech of
8 Pebruany 1046 before the IMT stated that this principle had. lost all
its significance in view of the fact
-3-
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that "the Populations of the Tribunal exists and are in force and all
its directives have unconditioned and "binding effect"© (Official
'I'ranscript, Book VII, Page 168).
Tliis conception appears at first sight to "be very single. But if
one considers Law Ho, 10, one finds tliat it contains only 5 paragraphs,
and it is absolutely impossible to develop and expound in these 5
paragraphs the method of thinking which must be applied to establish
a legal connection between Baron Steengracht and the events vdiich
happened more tlian 500 km away* The law reouires the interprcta.tion,
i.e. the application of a method of thinking which cannot oven be
hinted a,t in Control Council Law No. 10, but wiiich,on the other liand,
can be determined from considerations which were developed apart from
Control Council Law No. 10 and prior to its promulgation. The Chief
of tho United States Prosecution, General. Taylor, in his Opening State
ment in tills trial on 6 January adopts the point of vicv;: "tliat crimes
against hu'.a.nity are a well recognized concept in intema.tional poiml
law". (Transcript Page 157). Thus the Prosecution adopts the stand
point wliich Military Tribunal No. Ill had defined in tho Justices' Case,
according to which the Nuremberg Military Tribunals ha.d established a
"Judicial machinery for the punishment of those who ha.ve viola.ted the
rules of common international law". (Transcript Page 10S30). In
quoting Para. II of Control Council Law No. 10, the sane Tribunal
makes the observation: "Here wo observe the controlling effect of
common international law as such, for tho statutes by wliich wo are
governed liave adopted and incorporated the rules of international
law". (Transcript Page 10531).
-4^
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Oar question thcrofore is: Is Baron Stconrracht, acccrdin^ to r^cncral
intomational of \^ich Art, II of Ccntrol Council Lav/ No.lO
is to be ro;;ardcd as the essence, responsible for the juilt of others
in the cases subniitted by the Prosecution?
Paranraph 2 of Art.II rives under a to f in 5 paragraphs directions
to the jucipc also to punish besides the principal - Baron Stcen^racht
docs not cono into question as such - the instigator, the accessory,
the aider and abettor.
Baron Stoonpracht only rave ono sinplc direction on his ovm initiative,
v.hich is introduced in the docuncnts. This does net incriiainatc hiia^
but rather the contrary - I vd.ll revert later to this direction. It is
therefore only lo^al and not criminal c5_rcu:istancos uhich could in
criminate hin at all. idthout prejudice to the interests of rjy client,
I can thoroforc riiaice some fundamental lc;;al statements re^ardinp the
forms of participation as sot forth in Control Council Law No.lO,
This was the subject allotted to me v;hcn the various funda.icntol quosti'
to bo dealt vdth by colleagues v;cro distributed*
At the first reading it is clear that the paragrapii f is different
in content from paragraphs a to o, although outwardly it is placed
in the sarac scquonco. In accordance thOi-cTdth, only such persons
shall bo regarded as guilty as hold in Germany or in one of its
allies States "a high political, civil or military px sition*••*»• er
such a position in the oconmaic life".
This regulation is set forth under the fori.is of participation dealt
vdth in a to f
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but has itself only a limiting tendency: Acccrding tc Law He. IC
cnly such persons shall be punished uhc held a high political or
military rank cr a corresponding position in the eccncmic life.
In the case of a State Secretary, it vjill hardly be possible tc
cite this regulation. For the time prior tc Barcn Steengracht's
appointment as State Secretvary, the Prosecution itself characterizes
him as a "figure of minor importance" ( Transcript P. 33)-
Acccrding tc paragraph b,apart from the principal,the accessory as
well as the instigator and also those who "aided and abetted" the
crime are to be punished. As is evident from the legal terms quoted^
this formulation corresponds to ^Uiglr-Saxcn as well as tc continental
law; in respest cf German Law it can only be observed that
regulations regarding the."act of aiding and abetting" are not
contained in the general part of the Penal Cede, but this act
constitutes a separate offense ( .^ticle 257^ Penal Cede). For us,
being an accessory before the fact is not abetting, bcufc a form of
participation. It is further to be noted that continental: Ir.w docs
not provide the same punishment for an accessory as it does for the
principal in a crime, whereas C:ntrol Council Law Mo. IC puts the
a.ccessory to a crime on the same level a.s the principal in respect
cf punishment, i.e. even capital piinishment could be pronounced
as in the case of/principal. Control Council Law No. le- dees n.t,
however, confine itself tc this inclusion of the forms :f participation,
well-known tc the legal expert, under crimes liable tc punishment,
but,under paragraphs c tc e, it sots forth three mere regulations
meant tr define further the term cf accessory for the crimes dealt
with in Control Council Law No. 10. m accessory is also one who
" took a consenting part therein".
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^is iOrimila is taicen from a diploii^atic dcc-ui;ient, namely^ from
the iioEcovr Declaration of 1 December 19A3. ^lisj for the first
tirie^ established the responsibility of the Gornan officers^ soldiers
and mcLTbcrs of the Nazi Party v;ho "have been responsible f:r^ or hayo
taJcon a corLSOnting part in the above atrocities" (United Maticns
Information OfficOj I'Jar and Peace ^ims, January 30^ 19if6^ p,ll6),
Ihe statesmen have thus in their language presented the judges viho rdll
have to pronounce judgment on the atrocities established by then
vdth a dofinitionj which v/ill now have to be translated by the
jurists into juridical language and r.iotlicds of thiricing: I'lr. Robert
H.Jachsoiij Chief Ccunsel of the United Statcsj aJid Professor A.N.Trai-
nin, the delegate of the Soviet Union, had decisive influence
in the ^orxrission v.hich ivas rcsponsiblo for the London Charter,
v;rach agaxn ms the basis for Control Council Lav: ITc ,lO, Beth men
signed the Charter for tho Nuremberg tribunal and the Statute for
their countries. It can bo soon from frainin's books, for example
"Hitlerite Responsibility under Crii-.iinal Laif, 1945, and from the
speeches of lif, Jackson that many of their doflr.j bions have boon
adopted ii: tho Charter and tho Statute. Tlic border line boti:ccu tho
influence of tho Russian juridical thougr.t o.nd that of the Anglo-
Saxon can be still further narrov:od, if tho Finnish lav: of 12 Sop-
✓
tombcr 1945 concerning tho punislinont of those responsible for tho
is talcon into considcrcvtion, Vihich law v:a3 issued by virtue of Ar
ticle 13 of the peace treaty concluded on 19 September 1944 betv/con
* y
the Soviet Union :nd Finland, (cf, Hjcijj_jar J, Prccopc, Soviet Justice
and Finland, Zurich 1947). For those brief remarks, v/nich must be
limited, hov:cvor, it is loss important brain child
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is recognisable in the forniulas of Control Council Lav; Kc. IC^
It is not the fatherhood that is important^ but the fact that vie ccii
faii-ly accui-ately establish the begetting of the child and the date
of its birth. It is a child v;hich has raorc than one father. Hvis
is a.gc-in iiaportant for the exaninaticn of the constitution this
childj i.e. the interpretation cf this la'/. In ^^ussian criniinaul lanr,
the tern "sav/edono" plays a very inporto-nt part. It is ncstly tran^
latcd in Goit'-ian as "vdssentlich" ("Icnoi.dngly")* It signifies,, v;o
are assured by philologists, actually r.aicli norc. It has apparently
found its consolidation in the English torn, "consenting part".
The gcncology cf tho torn, "consenting part", this relating of the
H-ussian "sav;odono" to the English "cvonsont", leads to the recognition
that, according to crii'.iinal lav;, only such consent a.s v;as expressed
prior to the coixiission of the crirae can mlzo a person an accessory
to tho deed. It ::iust therefore be proved tliat the alleged acccsscry,
by his consenting participaticn, rendered noral assistance to tho
principal, cither by his advice, or inforr.-ntion or by strengthening
hin iii his purpose already resolved upon. Hic torn "accessory to"
alv;o.3'"s only ncans prcacditatod support of a pror.iOditatod act. The
announccacnt of consent, in tho sense of "took a consenting part
therein" can also only be relevant under crii-.dnal lav;, if the act
v«is thereby proootod, if the principal thereby strengthened cither
before or during corxiittal of the act. Subsequent approved, is irre
levant in a criminal sense. Applied to our ease, this ncans that
subscciucnt cognisance of an act aJ.rca.dy ccncluded does not amount
to being guilty cf participation. Subscrv.or.t cognisance, vhich may
bo c::prcsacd as a sort of flourish, is net aiding and abetting,
unless this subsequent knov.ledgc might constitute a ba.sis for a
legal obligation to intervene,
- S -
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Thlsy hc-wever, is a different legal viewpcint tc which I shall
refer later.
Under d and e we find fcrmulaticns which undoubtedly were taken
ever from Anglo-Saxon jurisdiction. In An^lc-Saxcn penal law
conspiracy plays an important role, Ccrabinaticn for the purpose
of criminal aims will be punished. " Ccmbinaticn is the gist :f
the offense" ( Gibson^ Criminal and magisterial lawj London 1934>
Page 62 of the ICth edition). The c:mbinaticn with a planning as
mentioned under d and ej or the belonging tc a group which was
connected with the execution of a crime points t: conspiracy. In
his dissenting opinion to the judgment in Case IIIj Judge llallcry
B, Blair said:" There is no materio.l difference between a plo.n cr
scheme tc ccmnu,t a particular crime and a ccmmci. design cr
conspiracy tc commit the ssjne crime", ( Transcr-lob d.. 10933),
However^ cn the basis of the Plenary Iieeting cf 9 July 1947, "H the
^lilitary Tribunals which at that time, were in session decided that
there is no regulation cf Control Council Law No, 10, according
to which the conspiracy tc ccmmit war crimes cr crimes against
humanity constituted an independent, m-terial and criminal act.
Therefore.net the planning alone cf a crime against humanity is a
cruiuinal act, according tc Control Cruncil Law No. IC, but acccrding
tc d and e there can only be a c^uesticn cf criminality, if a
defendant cc-cperated in a plan which was subsequently carried cut,
if net by then by other persons.
- 9
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cr, if he belonged tc a grcup which jointly plotted crimes. Thus
also in these cases it denotes aiding and abetting in legal
language - the sponsoring of an act committed by others by
premediated assistance.
As in the case of the indictments cf the earlier trials^ the
Prcsecubion made nc distinction between the individual paragraphs
cf Article H 2, net even in the case cf the charge cf having acted
as principal, cr cf adding and abetting, nor in t^ latter case did
it differentiate between instigation, enccuragement, talcing a consenting
part or commcn planning. Acting as principal logically excludes
the aiding and abetting and in the same way instigation is something
basically different from encouragement. A continental attorney would
have to decide when bringing his charge, whether he intends to
impute participation as a principal or a definite degree cf
participation. But also in the pronouncements cf the tribunals there
was nc sharp distinction made between the individual paragraphs of
Control Council Law No. 10, paragraph II Nc.2. For instance, the
judgement in Case No. 10 against Krupp et al. says cf the defendants:
" The kind and the degree of their participation were not the same
in all cases, and these differences therefore will be taken into
ccnsideratjcn in the establishment of the sentence". ( Psge 167).
In its judgment against Pohl et al.. Case Nc. 4 the Tribunal said
in its general statement:
- 10 -
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" If any defendant is t: be fcund guilty under
Ccunts II cr III cf the indictment, it must
crU-y be because the evidence in the case has
clearly shewn beycnd a reascnable dcubt that
such defendant participated as a principal in,
accesscry tc, crdered, abetted, tcck a ccnsenting
part in, :r was crnnected v;ith plans cr enterprises
involving the ccmmissicn cf at least seme cf the
war crimes and crimes cagainst humanity v/ith which
the defendants are charged in the indictment.
Cnly under such circumstances may he be convicted."
( Transcript P. SC59).
In excimining the question whether the Defendant Vclk was tc be
prcncunced guilty for crimes against humanity, the Tribunal
stated:
" It is enough if the caccused tcck a ccnsenting part
in the ccmmissicn cf a crime ag^ineb hiuaanity t: be
convicted under Gcntrcl Cruncil La-v No. 10'. If Vclk
was part cf an organization actively engaged ?n
crimes against humanity, was aware of those crimes
and yet voluntarily remained a part cf that
organization, lending liis own professional efforts'
tc the continuance and furtherance cf these crimes,
he is resp:nsible under the Icaw." ( Transcript P.$174/75)
Therefore here also the Tribunal summarizes the points c tc e
and declares that the requirements :f this ruling would be fulfilled
if the defendant had full kncv/ledge :f the crime whj.ch was c:mr:dtted
by a group, and still supported this group by active cc-cperati:n
in the further execution cf the crime. This shews clearly that the
Tribunal required ap active participation in full knowledge of the
crime so aided. The Tribunal dees not decide whether this aiding
and abetting comes under c or e cf Art II.2,
In Case 1 against Karl Brandt et al. it is clearly expressed that
the knowledge cf criminal exps rirrients did not suffice tc convict
the Defendant Pcppendick for
- 11 -
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crimos against humanity^ His knowledge was estatlishedi even liis knov;—
ledge of tile kind of esgseriment s, "but it was also stated tiiat tlie evidence
was not sufficient to establish a criniinal responsibility, (Judgment,
Page 158 of the German translation).
Thus the situation is as follows: Control Council Law iJo. 10 lists
in Article II Ho. 1 four crimes, including war crimes and crimes against
gives
humanity and under Paragraph s/the ruling that besides the principal also
the accessory will be punished. However, it defines the forms of parti
cipation by using existing technical expressions and by describing dements
of the offense which derive from legal statutes of the Anglo-Saxon and the
Eussian laws, but which are formulated only approximately,being more dest-
criptive than definitive. The law lacks definition which would show the
difference between the principal and the accessory, when it is a case
of complicity of collectivity, of participation in the act committed by
another. There are no rulings as to the dependance of the participation
on tlie mjor share in the offense (accessority), whether the intent of the
accomplice should extend to the major share in the offense in addition to
the participation in the act,or whether the unintentional support of an
act committed by another of itself could be punishable.
On tliG strength of which law can the judge supplement these rulings
Wioich are merely foreshadowed in Control Council Law Ho. 10, in order to
make available a reliable standard by which to juige the acts? The
following solutions would appear to be indicated;
l) The judge of the occupying power decides according to the laws
of his country, For acts committed in violation of intornational law "by
a citizen of a belligerent country this is the Amarica^i viov/ point.
-12-
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This derives from the well-kncvm decision "Sx parte Quirin" (1942, 317 U.S.
1. — compare alsq iusarican Journal of International Law, 1947, Page 21»
Hote 5). Bpt according to the jvmerican ^ules of Wa,rfare the legislative
andjU-ridical- ppwe^ is "bound up with milita^ necessity- I'fe pertains to
the ta.sk of the occupying power to maintain peace and order in the occupied
territory*. (Gompare Rules irt. ,288). This legislative and juridical
coBpetoacy does not apply to acts committed prior to America's entry into th
war on 8 Lecem'ber 1941, and which are in no way connected v/ith the conduct
of the war "by the United States, The Prosecution expressly emphaeizos
that, according to its conceptipn,Control Cpuncil Law 10 also refers
to crimes against humanity committed even "before 1939, It submits to the
Tribuiial not only war crimes, but also crimes against humanity, which,
according to the statemi^nts of General Taylor to the Tribunal on S
January 1943, are a "well known concept of international law", (-trans
cript Page 157), .
Military Tribunal ilo. IV to which we are referring, took the following
attitude in tiie Case 5 against Plick et al:
"The law existing when the defendants acted is controlling. To the
extent that Law 10 declares or codifies that law, and no further,
is this Tribunal willing to go," (Transcript Page llOlO).
There cannot be any other principle for the occidental conception of law,
Tlie maxim "Hullum crimon sine lege",provided it is not formalistically
exaggerated is really the "corner stone of occidental jurisdiction", as
Procope lias said in his book quoted above, (Page 298,)
*13-
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This maxim was developed in Knglish literature during the 17th and
l£;th centuries, was taken ever into the Gcnstituticn of the United
States in I786 as the interdiction cf ex pest facto laws and intc
the 8 paragraphs _cf the French Prcclamaticn cf the Rights cf Ran
diiring the great Revolution, as well as into many other later
Constitutions. The BiT, besides recognizing the legal mayim "nuaium
crimen sine lege" as a principle cf justice ( Section 5) also
e^qDressly recognized, as one of the nest lir.pcrtant principles, the
principle that crii:.inal guilt must be personal, ( Section 9), cne
cannot punish a man who did net knew at the time cf the ccmoiGsicn
cf the act that he was doing vircng,
2) Accordingly^ there only reinains the other alternative
cf supplementing Ccntrcl Cchncil Law He, IC in the case cf German
defendants according to German law and cf thus inteipreting the forms
cf participation enumerated in Art, 11 2 according to German law.
Neither in theory nor In practice is this solution possible.
It cannot be expected cf a judge who has made his studies
and carried on his legal activity in Anglo-Saxon legal circles that he
should judge according to a legal system, entirely alien to him - a
very complicated system which shows conflicting opinions and which
amid the devastation cf the Hitler Regime has suffered no less than the
German tcxvns. Those practitioners and scholars, who from youth up were
skilled in this law, find it a difficult task to separate the chaff
from the wheat and determine in hcv? far positive German law at the
time cf the collapse had remained a proper law and how far it had
degenerated. According to the Judgraent ^iven in Case IHC the Justices^
Case )
- 14
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T Hitler's decrees were a ;rctecticn neither -^c the Fuehrer himself '
ncr tc his subcrdinates if in viclaticn cf the law cf the ccrnmunitsr
cf naticns",. ( Transcript page 1C687).. The legal thought behind the
maxim "nullum crimen sine lege" that a person can only be punished
according tc the law in force at the time cf the ccramissicn cf the
actj can in cur case not be interpreted tc mean that the law iii^^lied
here is Nazi law during the war years^ for this law was in itself
a wrong, at least large portions of it r/ere, and hea-vi;^ penalties \ioto
iiiipcsed in Case III for having pronounced and applied it. The judges
of the ivaLlitary Tribunal therefore will have tc determine; VJhat
was really law in Germany, what was right as opposed tc law - the letter
cf the law as formally proclaimed in the Reich Legal Gazette? /ind
where are the guiding principles by which this can be determined?
According tc what law can this degenerated German law be examined?
This question necessarily brings in a third norm complex, according
tc which the Nuremberg Tribunals must judge and which stands above '
every national lega::^ystem or immanent international law.
3) In view of the fact that up tc July 1947 the Prosecution
had treated its charge also concerning criir.es against humanity and
war crimes from the angle cf Conspiracy according tc Anglc-^axon G:iTimc|i
Law, in making my statements to tto plenary meeting cf the Nuremberg
i'liUtary Tribunals on 9th July 1947 I said it was impossible tc apply
these legal principles because Ccntrrl Council Law No, 10 was a part
cf international law, and that in Nurer.±)erg neither Angle-American
- 15 -
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nor Gcriiioii nor any ether national.lav; could bo used, but
only international law., AccordingHy^ the jnd^ncnts given on 3
23 DccoKbcr 1947 i^^ Cases III and ^ (Justice J-rial and Jlick Trial)
adept the point of view that the Nuremberg idlxtary Tribunals are
interna.tional in character and should r-iaic tnonr pronounccnents
acct-rding to the principles of intcrnc-tional la.\7J
"Tliis Tribunal, although composed of -caerican judges schooled
in the system and rules of coixion Io.tj, is sitting 0;' viruuc
of interna.tional auithority and cm ccnmy v/ith it -nly ohe
broa.d principles of justice and la.ir puay nhich underl„" all
civilized concepts of law and proccc^uro'KCaso III, trans
cript page 10649)*
"It is an international tribunal established by the Inter
national Control Council, the iiigh legislative branch of the
Foi.ur Allied PovTors new controlling Ocr.aany Tn^ Tribunal,
adnini^tfir^ iAtc^rnj^tlo^a^
TCano transcript page 109757.
I vdll not conceal tho fact that in the course of tho acadcnic dis
cussion the point of view adopted by no was px'.rtly acceplcd, pantly
ccntcstod. In his comnontary -m Control Cciwicil Lavj Ifc.lO, Professor
H, ICraus a.dopts the vicv^ that Control Council haw No.lO should be
interpreted according to international lav;, it- standp^oint vvas re
jected bp; Or. S'ranz Jorusalom ("Die Sxjruchgcricht( '^,194S, page 129).
On the other iiand, Profcsscr Or. von i^cbcr decided in favor of my
Btandp:oint (''Die SpmuchgorichtdJ 1945, page 193 ct seq.). The
battle of opinions continues in a'series of pmblications. (Finally,
vdndcls and loslor in "Die Spruchgorichtc'', 19ii5, pa5cs267 and 2S1
ct scq,). But above all it I'-iust be stated tivau the Do-nazificalion
Courts of tho British 4ono apply the gonci-al rules of the Gcrnan
Ponal Code r/hdn adjninistoring the law according to Control Council
law Mo, 16, ill corgujiotlon with British OrcHjiriaco Ho. 69("Die Spruch-
gcrichto", 19/{g, page 281 and the docisicns therein quoted of the
1st and 5th Dc-nasification Court Senate,), But pEaetioo has Shown
that it leads to mijust results vrfion one. seohs to apply vjithin the coi>.
pass of a le.'^al svstcn a law v.iiich is Ioic vqi to bo distinct from
national lav;,
16 -
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i_s cciicci"ved ?jid fori.iiila'bed as a super—aoato laWj but idiich is not
on the sai'.ie lovel as the lau" Tiiicli -s to bo supplenented. A telling
escample of this is the treatment of the defcnso of necessity (hotstaiid-
probloiu), . ,
According to the positive provision of Control Council Lai^ No,lO^
Art. II 1 d, supplemented by the EiT Judgiucnt, coercion on the part of
the state upon ontrj'" into the 33 justifacrg the plea of nocossiu '^ —
but not the Gorman plea of necessity according to Far. 52 - 54 of the
Penal Code, Thus far v,-e arc agreed. Concerning the forced continuance ^
of mcmbox'ship in an organisation Control Couiicil lav/ I'lo, lO^ II 1
and tlic HIT Judgment say nothing. If this provision of Control Council
/iio.lO/
Lavf/ls -not supplemented according to the adoa --f the defense oi
necessity undor international laiv (nocGssioj'" knovra no lav/) —ao I
oaintai:i it should bo - then there is no alternative but to deduce:
Control Council Law No. I'-' is in confrontation to Gcrr.ian lav/ the
overriding law of the occupation and has the prcccdcnco v/hcn it con
flicts ndth Gorman lav/. Thus the Gcrmrai pl.ca of necessity avails
notiiLig v.hon confronted with Control Council Lav; No>, 10, "This ruling
laid dorm by the occupation lav/ must be ounsidcrcd as o:;diaustivc and
fiiial and cannot bo interpreted ni my other v/ay" (so says Kramer -
"Die Spruchgorichtc", 1948, page 4- - -;l°o r:iy counter opinion contained
therein - page lOO ot soq.). Thoroforo,an SS man would have to be
pfUnishcd, who unsuspectingly' joinoa the 33^ learned afterwards about
atrocities, wanted to resign, was refused, and instead sont to a
concentration caaap for insubordination. This is clearly unjust.
I cor.cedc that one cannuo partl^^ infalidato Control Council La-v/
Mo., 10 v/ith the Gorman law of necessity, "but in this coruicction one
must not forgot that Control Council Law/itself must be intorprotod
in the light of international la.v/ 'nd that ovor^nvhoro In thw world
- 17 -
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and ever since nien started to administer Justice th,5y h^.ve recognizod
the maxiEi; "Hecessity knows no law" . Just as little as one can under
stand a person who talks a foreign language, can one correctly read a
law if one does not interpret it from the legal circle on whose soil
it was produced.
Against the conception tiiat at the Tribunals here international law
should be applied, the objection has been raised that up to now there had
been no penal law within international law and therefore there were no
rules of international law which could serve as supplements to the Control
Council Law Ko. 10, (Thus says l^ndels in "Deutsche Spruchgcriclite", 1948,
Pago 269).
This objection at the first glance brings us into a ver: '^ big -
difficulty, Jacques Bernard Horzog, an excellent e^ert on the ITueraberg
Trials, admitted in his article in the Swiss periodical for Penal law
(1946, Page 277 et seq,, in particular on Pago 293): "C'etait le premifere
Jurisdiction internationale de I'histoire", _ "This vra.s the first
international court in history". The American Chief Prosecutor, Hr.Ja.cks
in his address of 21 November 1947 also said that "there is no esample
or precedent for the Cha.rter in legal Mstoiy". In vain we scan the
works of the authorities on international law for a description of
norms vdiicli would apply to an international criminal court. There is no
international penal code. Vlien citizens of a foreign nation were Judged
by a court of an other State, it was dono according to the lavrs of the
land tiia,t exercised the Jurisdiction, There is much literature on thq
question whether according to the customs of war a State has the Juris
diction over citizens
0.
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of the opponent who violated the customs of wari and vhero such juris
diction ends, whether it' is limited to the zone of operations or whether
war crimes committGd in enemy territory can also he punished hy military
trihurals, (Lauterpacht, British Year Book of International Lav/, 1944,
Page 58 et seq^.; Terdross, Voelkerreclit, 1937, Page 13 et seq^.). But
t.ie punisiTment of crimes against humanity to the extent in time and
place as has been undertaken here in l^uernherg and is still ponding ,
cannot in the recognized literature — except in controversial
v/ritings and de lege ferenda - he-found as an established custom of
international law and still less in the judgments of courts before 1945»
^he only unmistakable atteiiipt in this direction are the provisions of
tne Breaty of Versailles, Article 227/28,concerning the extradition of
the former G-erman Kaiser and others responsible for the v/ar, for punish
ment by the Victorious Powers., This punishment did not take place,
hov/evor, Holland's misgivings, based on the political right of asylum,
were sufficient to frustrate this attempt. This start to make useoof
international law ran aground. The more we come to realize our situation,
the more uncomfortable it gets. In this connection the maxim "nullum
weight,
crimon sine lege" lies upon our soul as a crushing./for all the defendants
wno did not injure the person and life of another human being from
personal motives as a major offender (Haupttaeter), unquestionably
believed tlaat in carrying out I-Iitler's orders they were responsible
only to their own sovereign State and would not on account of tlieir
ofiicial actions (Staatsakte) be brought before a foreign military
tribunal and they believed moreover, that the fact of a dictatorial
order v/as binding and covered them. They were not reckoning v/ith tlie
promulgation
-19-
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of a law on 20 Decealjer 1945 thai? would'with one paragraph reaoTS the
ohjoctions which up to then thoy could rai'e agaiu-t the possibility
of prosecution. If a hug© number of documents fell into allied liands,
documents which serre as basis for the Prosecution's charges and are
the only basis for them, then it is due to the fact that these documents
liad been written and had not been burned in order to cover the authors
by giving proof of the esdstence of higher orders. ^iThcrc, then, is the
law to bo found "which at the time of the defendants' actions was
already in effect and was only put down in writing in the Control
Council Law Ho. 10 ?" (Jlick Case, Transcr.Page 11010).
Is it sufficient to refer perhaps to the norms of the Anglo—Saxon
or tho G-orman domestic law? But wl^t if these two norms of law contra
dict each other? This is the case with the norms wnich ospocially in
our proceedings are of greatest importance. According to the G-err.a.n
law ho who carries out a military order and thereby commits a crime
can bo punished only if ho knew that the aot of hi- superior had a
crime for its purpose. But according to British Law the objective ob
viousness that a crime was involved is already sufficient. In American
Law a cl-^ango was made oven after 1944 through the Amendment 34 to
Article 443 of the Manual. According to Article 443 of the Manual and
Article 366 of the Hules of Land Warfare up to the time of this Anendmc-it
tho subordinate was not punishable for crimes committed by order, if
their unlawfulness was not obvious. According to the Amondmont an
appeal on the basis of .an order from a superior ia inadmissable if the
order offends recognized principles of the laws and customs of warfare
^20-
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or clearly violates generally accepted principles of international law.
"What national norra then is international law? Or aust one take all of
then together and then work out an average using the sane syston whicl
was used to develop Esperanto out of the living languages? Is such a
lawyers' Esperanto internatinnal law? Or dees the possihility of
estahlishing a norn of international law exist only when t.icre is
unity in all national laws? One would not get very far in that
directioiit as every expert on conparative jurisprudence v/ill confirn
at oncoEran Pascal we liave the statenentj Threo degrees of latiti;
conpletoly upset the entire jurisprudence. (p0nsi)esi Par. S19). Or
the still nore sceptical foruulation! Just as fashion creates c^iarni
so'it also creates justice. (Pensfees, Par. 253).
Tlais statement of Pascal is only a partial truth; like lightning
in the dark it shows up the contradictions in the various systems of
law. The statement fails to recognize th-j fundamental truth that righ'.
is always only what is expressed in the opinio necessitatis, tnus the
conviction of right, the firm 'belief that it is right. A naxin of law
is one only when the defendant who is not maliciously stu'b'born or
irrational, also recognizes the justness of it, and the second requiror
nont is that it applies to all and not only to a portion of humanity
tliat docs not voluntarily accept it. International law cannot "be
scparatod into international law for conquerors and conquered. The
Tribunal therefore acted very wisely when in the Flick case it decla:
tliat the law in force at the time of the defendant's action was to bo
decisive. It moreover said tliat it intended to apply the Control
Council Law No. 10
-21-
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only to tlie es^ent that it contained this law in "vni^itten fprnj pnly
really recognize internatioiml law in Control
Council ^9» already apco '^dlng ^o |he
the Oontj^ol Council Law iJo, 10, this law was not
new international law» It was rather to give effect to the provisions
of the Moscow Declaration of 30 Octoher 1943. But the Koscow Declaration
only deals with the responsibility of Hitlerites for coroLiitted atrocities,
and the London Agreement of 8 August 1945 deals only with the Prosecution
and Pin-.islTiiont of the Major War Criminals of the European Axis, Lho law
created hero is primarily binding for the contracting parties only, a sd-
called particular international law, the object of which are tho axis-
adherents. Hence one can already gather from the text of this intcrnationa
law treaty that the individual provisions of the Charter or the Control
Council Law Ko, 10 can, to begin with, be applied as a Law of Occupation
only, in so far as the Occupation Powers,according to Coneral International
Law,have Jurisdiction and legislation in the Occupied State Territory,
honco for the tine of war and for the security of the Occupation Power.
Preanile and Art, I of
intGndcd to create a
^Vhere then is the source of the international law found in the
Control Council Law Ho. 10 which goes beyond this nere Law of Occupation
and seeks to punish crimes against hu^nanlty also against members of
nations not at war and irrespective of whether these crimes wore connected
with the war^
Sources of international law one considered to be the customs, the
treaties, the literature and tho knov/ledge and tho rules and agreements
wl'Ach iiavc been developed by the world organization of the comunity
law
under international/ within its sphere of activity.
-23-
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( See Pitman B. Fetter " An Intrcducticn tc the Study cf Internaticnal
vrganisaticn", Lcndcn 1929-, Valentin Tcmberg,' " Die Grundlagen des
V^elkerrechts als ilenschheitsrecht" ("The principj.es cf Internaticnal
Lav; as Rights cf Humanity") ^ Bonn 1947). Cf what nrture is the
internaticnal law frcm which the BIT draws the statement that it
would n,t be unlawful tc punish the aggressor who is j'.ware that he
is dcinti wrcngj that rather it would be unjust if his irisdeeds were
^.IBwed tc go unpunished, ( Section 5). vVhat internaticnfl Law has
iHlitary Tribunal No, m in mind when it speaks cf an Internaticnal
|jt-.w against which "Hitler's decrees ivere a protection neither tc
the Fuehrer himself nor to his sub:rdinates"? ( Transcript P. 1C687)*
Cf wh;.t international law does I'lilitary Tribunal No. Ill speak when
it m...kes the statement : " ,js applied in the field cf internaticnal
It.w th..t principle requires proof before conviction that the accused
knew ^r should have kiiown that in mr.tters cf international concern
ho was guilty of participation in a nationally organized system of
injustice and persecution shccking to the moral sense of manioind_,
that he knew or should have knrwn that he would be subject tc
punxshment if caught." ( Transcripb P. 1C639).
It seems unlikely that Ililitary Tribunal III presumed that the
defendants studied becks ^ such as Lemlcin's
- 23 -
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"Genocide". Cn the contrary, this statement shows that it presupposes
merely a sense of justice, a,, sense :f what is wrong, which is part
..f man's innate nature. The la.vj on •which the Nuremberg Trials arc
based, is, therefore, founded neither on treaties of international
Miv, nor on ccmmcn practice, nor cn unanimous findings of juris
prudence, nor cn rules which have evolved from a world organization,
l3ut on Natural Law which is subsumed in international law and in
which all these laws have their source,
I do not know how such a statement strikes an Anglo-Saxon judge,
Cn a continental judge, at any rate, it has a frightening effect,
because all of us, whether we like it or not, have been caught up
in the stream of Positivism. Pascal already recognized that justice
like any science has its fashions. I draw attention to the afcro-
monticnod quotation. Even so esteemed an author as Robert Campoll,
in his Principles of English Law ( London 190?) proceeds from a
definition in Erskine's Principles of Scotch Law ( 1754): "Lo.w is the
command :f a Sovereign, containing a common rule of life for his
subjects". According to this, natural law dees n-t exist.
Jurisprudence in Germany, before the Hitler catastrophe, represented
Positivism in Law, which identified lav/ and legislative law.
Natural La.w id dead, declared Berolzhoimer triumphantly ( System
of Law cand Economic Philosophy, Bock II, 19C5, page I5). For extreme
Evolutionism,the law is only a form v/hich changes with the stage
of development, for insto.nco for Charles Darwin, Herbert Spencer
and the Darwinists, as well as for the followers of the materialistic
conception of history since Carl
- 24
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Marx, end the followers cf pantheistic lionisn, such as Fr, Paulsen
and h, "iundt. But also for the Neo-Kantians v:ho base their theories
on the Idealistic ochool a^id whose nost outstanding representatii^
aiaong the Geriian jurists is R. Btaoniler. Lav; was only the "universally
valid coercive regulation cf social life",("BeeQnce of Law and Juris
prudence'* in "Modern Culture" Part 2, Chapter G, I9G6), The conception
of right and the ideal of justice faded cor.nlctely viien confronted
vd-th the concrete fom of valid law, Tiic searching nind became more
and more proud of its/'^^/intellectual achiovcmonts in the systematic
process of codifications. Legal securits" scc;:icd inconparately
strengthened, in that the luany bocks of cc:;r .cntary were able to give
full infcniation on debatable questions which could be thought of,
Reasv^n was chajjied to the intellect and did not luiow the danger. Only
the catastrophe opened our eyes, A man without ties and tradition,
without an; other contribution than the s;:n.ll physical i^ain caused
/the
by a well-ai:.ied shot understood how easy it is to govern if one nakos/
machineinr cf the lav/ a servant of dictatorial despotism. Once a
man has uncontrolled power in his hands, he can even use the police
in their uniforms, who arc there to uphold tlie law and protect the
citizen, to c::ercizo force and terror, and finally also the legis
lation and the tribunals. Then only did v;c realize that there was a
law, which, to use a poet's v;ords, is va''ittcn in the stars, unaltoiw
ablo priiciplcs, wdth-ut which life becomes a lioll and living to-
gethor chaos.
The hy-:)orthrophy of the Positivism of la.w did not oven spare inters
national law, Hartmann began v/ith the "Institutions of Practical
International Law "in 1G74, The epitome ii literature on this subject .
is Gpponhei.^.or' s standard
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iDOok on International Lavf, Volnnc Section 5O, 192a edition; he
hiiJiscli boloii; s "co the Positivists, But Opponhoi"ler vxas no longer
able to assess the catastrophe of the years 1939 - 1945.
The philoscpnical theory of Icnowledge has developed tw3 v/ays
for fineinr out vjhat right is^ —either b;* noans of intellectual
perception, or through the "roductic ad absurc:a:.i" through cata-
strophies, ".'e nov; sviddonly know with the force of Plato's %)istene
that right is not always what seens to bo right, rjid uses legislative
forms to ca-Aouflagc the naked force, and that there is a natural law,
superior to such pscudc lav/, without which v/e v/culd not be able to
un^nask this pseudo lav/. The world is an organic whole, vdth an order
lihich iiiiposos upon the individual unaltcra,b?:.o duties and which
'^Bligcs a3J. bo onxorcc these moral duties upon c.11, in order that
huivion rights :.!a,y prevail overjnvhere, unless wo are always to stumble
into nov/ wars, each of which, with growing terror, starts vdiero the
. ther ended, iluch more than national law has intemational law grov^i
from this r.atural lav/, ^11 international law is ultimately and
initially'- natural law, because there is no legislator of national
states who could projmilgato binding lav/s, ihroady the principle
"Pacta suiTb seinranda" is natural lav/. The custoais which have gradually
established thor.selves originated froiA natural law. The human reason
viiich attempted to make it possible for r.cn to live together in order
to avoid cliaos is the father of all international law. And tho
. , . . not
mind,which is / blind to ideas, is able tc recognize behind the
present for:i, tliat is, tho modern forhiulation of paragraphs, the
integration of the individual I'ith tl.'c universe, the sublimation
- 26 -
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cf the jus naturale tc the jus di-viniam - depending cn the
individual's sccpe cf vision. But this natural law is always the
foundation of every law, not a mere illusion, no dream, nc ideal,
but, in the language cf the legal parcemia, " law in force".
The activity cf the Nuremberg liilitarj' Tribunals hitherto proves
that it is in force. For if it were net in force, if there existed
no idea cf mankind which united the individuals, there would also
exist nc endangering cf humanity and no crimes against humanity
nor would these have existed during the years cf war and before
the prcimilgaticn cf Control Council Lo.w Nc. IC in 1945* Withcut
the assumjrtion cf such a natural law. Military Tribunal Nc. Ill
v;culd not have been in a peeition, in regard tc Control Council
Lo.w Nc, 1C> tc lay down that "its justification must ultimately
depend upon accepted principles of justice and morality".
( Transcript P. 1C61S). The sanie Tribunal would also not have
reached the opinion in regard tc Control Council Law Nc. IC:
" It :ces not purport to establish by legislative act new crimes
of international applicability", ( Transcript P. 10622). The
Tribunal could also net have established:" It is net the isolated
crime by a private German individual which is condemned, nor is
it the isolated crime perpetrated by the German Raich through
its officers against a private individual." ( Transcript P. 1C634).
For if the Tribunal had seen in Law IC only the compilation of
existing national legal maxims, such as the prohibition cf murder
/
and deprivatich of liberty,
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these are the crimes it wculd have had tc prosecute if they
had been ccmmitted against private persons. Every national
penal law protects the private individual. If, crnsequently this
crime against humanity was net newly introduced as a fact in
1945^ but had already existed before, it could only have existed
as natural law, for it is not traceable in any ether legal
sphere. But what is nat-'iral law and what does it call for? ";7e
have tc lift cur idea-blind eyes cut of the fog of legal
positivism and glance backv^jard tc the time of Hugo Grotius, when
the humanistic natural la\v of Reman origin flourished. We must^
however, net be blinded by the jack - o' lanters of the" subjective
natural law cf the age if enlightenment ( Rousseaul) which
flickered from t-jne tc time and brought natural law into discredit.
From this view, there result the fcllovjing principles for ciu*
procedure;
together
1) The natural inborn right which,/with his human dignity belongs
tc every individual tc defend net only his life, but his manhood,
as well as humanity in general, against an attack endangering these
sublime legal rights, has led, at a time cf greatest emergency and
human distress, tc the establishing cf courts cf law, such as have
never existed before, in order to summon individuals before their
international tribunals on account of acts which they committed
on the coiiirnand and behalf of their government. In order tc justify
such a procedure, however, these acts should then be crimes of
a nature endangering humanity tc an extent hitherto unknown. The
Control Ccuneil Law No, 10 only speaks cf "crime", i.e. the
gravest form cf criminal offense, and cf
O- -
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"persecuticns", that is, net cf sin^jle cffenses against individuals^
but meaixLng Genocide^ the whclesale exberminaticn cf pecples.
Minima ncn curat praetcr,, is the principle cf naticnal law. In
this instance^ it would have tc read: Nihil nisi maxima curat
praetor.
2) This law hi^s tc be applied on a bread basis, ccrrespcnding
with the vastness cf the sphere cf international law. In dubic
2:^rc rec, Cnly the outrageous baseness should be punished. The
slightest doubt must lead tc abstention from the application cf
this emergency law. In the ::lipcst of the Corpus juris there is
already the sentence: "In pcenalibus causis benignius interpre-
toaadum ost." ( cf. Schcenloe, Monthly Revue cf German Law, 1947^
F-ge 87).
3) General Taylor, the Chief Prosecutor at the Nuremberg Military
Tribunals in the plenary session cf 9 July 1947^ warned these
tribunals against the danger in establishing criminal responsibility
cf getting lest in hairsplitting arguments over the legal inter
pretation cf the various forms of participation. ( Transcript
P. 3C). I shcull like to add't: this that still greater care and
restraint should be used in examining the question whether a ,
defendant viho is not a principal offender, should be punished at
a3.1 on account cf an act cf participation. Cnly the notorious
criminal should be punished by such high emergency ccurtl He who was
only a small wheel in a complicated machinery is cf nc interest at
all t: the large circle of the faroily of nations, the "orbis
be tried
terfarum". He might perhap^/ /before national courts. The
interpretoticn cf ;u?ticle II, Para,2, offers the opportunity tc
realize this sound legal concept. That is where the beginning should
be made and the circle of those called to aaoount before the
International Tribunal be limited.
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This ruling should not be interpreted elastically but restrictivelyp
Only he saiT the full extent of Hitler's conception and ai;;rocd
•with it, viio consciously offered his services for persccuticn on
an
racial or religious grounds, is/accomplice, if he collaborated in full
lonovdedgc of a11 the circumstances. Ha is n^t Hitler's acconplico
vjho only camo under the svray of his overall conception, "without fulpy
comprehending it, and vdth'^ut making it his ^vjn aim.
4) -according to the decision of the Nuernberg liilitary Tribunals,
Control Council I'dVf No, lO does not reccgniso consi,3^a^_as an irw
dopondant act in relation to v/ar crimes and crines against humanity
(Case III, trrnscript, p,1^933 v,). Thus the a'athors t.f Control
Council Lav; Mo,lO rightly prcclainod that intornaticnal'lav/ does not
recognisG cunsy.iracv in the sense of Mglc-Ancrican ccmon lav/, Con^
spiracy is a special institution dovolupcd for the Anglo-American
legal sphere. But also in this Icg.al sphere it has n^t escaped
severe criticism (compare Sayrc in the Harward Law Rovicv/, Volume 35,
page 3977 ot soq,), Also in England and JVaCrica there is much un
certainty regarding this conception (compare Schoonko in "German
Legal Journal", 1947, page 33l)» In contrast t: the definite stand
taken by the Liilitary Tribunal against conspiracy, inasfar as it
pertains to v/ar crimes and crimes against hurianity_jOne must take
care that this conspiracy is not indirectly introduced again into
international lav/ via the participation for:as. Tivo BIT has or.iphasizod
that criminal guilt is a personal one and that n^ass i':unishiaonts
should bo avoided. Personal guilt, however, docs n^t mean that there
wore only .individual offenders as principals and not also acccmplicoa
in a collective offonse..
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Continental lav/ also recognizes complicity. But it drav/s a sharp
distinction bctv/eon the complicity^ the collective ccnxiission cf a
uniforn offense, v\4iich is for each participant his ovni offense,
conmiittod together vdth others, and a participation by aiding and
abetting or any of the other forms ,of participation, in an cfionso
committed by pother £crson_. Continental penal lav/ has developed
the concept of "the control over one's actions". The perpetrator is
ho nho, in fuH control of his actions, hiiusolf carries out, or gets
another person tc act for him (Rcinhard llaurach "Grundriss dcs Straf-
rcchtoG, 1948, Par.45, l). Participation, hov/evcr, is the more
collabcration in the act conv.uttod by anotlier. And v/hcn passing scn-^
toncc for the participation one must alrr.ys be guided by v/hat picture
the abettor had forned cf the principaJ. off..nso. Such circumstances
surrovniding the act as v/orc unknov/n to hi:i should not bo taken into
account VJiicn assessing the guilt (Haurach, a.a.O. Par. 5^
Here v/c arc confronted v/ith a fundamental difference botv/oen
the legal conceptions of the Anglo-Aricricon and the Continental 3.av/,
A Tribunal "ohich "administers international lav/" (Case III, transcript
p. IG975), mst n.t overlook this difference, and must according to
the above mentioned principle of natural lav: "in dubio pro roc" or
"in dubio mitius" consider this difference in favor of the defendant*
Anglo-.^"»iiicrican la.v/ perceives tvjo oloncnts to bo essential for a crime,
the "actus", i.e. the actual commission or omission of an act, and
"mens rca" the guilt. According tc our la;/, hovvover, a criiuo is a
£U^ablc_i3^cgal_act^liablo tojpunishr.icnt. Thus it still requires a
definite cri:.iined. act which must bo cc:.mttod; and the guilt, i.e.
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thc..iiitcntion_, must cover a1 1 the characteristics of the act. Accor
ding to -uiglo-Saxon law it is sufficient if the offense v;as directed
towards a criniinal behavior. Therefore, a fai;cd guilt is ccncoivablo,
a "one should have boon able to perceive" which, according tc- ccntinenr-
tal la\7, is not accepted in the case of an iiitoriticn. Here one mst
have perceived. According to our legal conception it is not sufficient
to prove that a defendant carried on anti-Scr.iitic propaganda in order
to nalce hiia responsible f..r acts v/hicii otliers cnxiittcd, rjid vmc
interpreted this propaganda in a way foreign to h±>.\ and v^hc r.iisundcrr
stood Olid c:caggeratod it. Only the concroto act of racial persecution,
in which ho participated as principal, accossorj'- or abettor^ raakos hira
crinunal (conparo "Die Spruchgcrichto", 19»w, page 264).
According to Vdslicony's oxaminaticn in the Cor.mission of the
IHT on 6 October 1945 (transcript p.770) 'it nrast bo assur.\ed that Hitler
gave Hiivjiilor the order for the "final solution of the Jeivish -iLiosticn"
at the latest in ^^ugust 1942. A great nui'iber >f unf rtunatc people
subscquontlj- died in Ausohvdtz, I'laidonck and 'Trdblinlca. But from the
fact, that a report which,f-r instcjicc,gives an account of the ciapl^yy-
mcnt of Jewish labor in Auschwitz and which v;as seen by ron employee
who was neither subordinate to Hirxilor nor a neribcr of the S3, one
cannot conclude that the word Auschv/itz would have convoyed anything
to him ond still l^es that he had taiccn a consenting part in Hitler's
genocide. For this, apart from a purely outward connection, one
v;ould have to prtyo a pcrs'-nal fooling about the execution of Hitler's
order, Diid cji activitj-" in the sense of an approval ^.f this order, an
active participation in the racial persecution i.'hich had been cxprossod
in this order.
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If in these discussicns cne tries t: find signs which wculd lead
tc such a kncwledge it is impcssible tc be satisfied with a
" he must have kncwn it". The mere decent and the mere unsuspecting
a man is, the mere difficult it is fcr him tc believe that ethers
cruld think differently, much less act differently. The vjitnoss
Scnnleithner has stated that as late as September 1944 Hitler
denied t: his asscciates the repcrts fr:m abrcad abcut the
annihilaticn cf Jews with the romrk: "Here we have the mutilated
children's hands in Belgium". Byt this he was referring tc a
propaganda report :f the first *7crld "./ar, which was proved t: be > •'.
false. Tc ray question whether Hitler's remark was received with ai^
credibility by his asscciates, Scnnleithner replied: "Yes, but I
must add what I have Already said, that -.vhen I heard such things
I clung with all ray optimism tc the belief that those horrible
things were net true". ( Transcript P. 1S464)» In his fam:us b:ck
" The Yogi and the Ccmmissar" ( New Ycfk 1946) iirthur Kcestler
repeated his essay "Cn Disbelieving Atrocities" which appeared '
in January 1944 in the New York Times llagazine. He tallcs cf a , j;,"
c y
meeting with i^imerican jcurnalists who wore amcngst the best itifrrmcd '
abcub Hitler's persecuticn cf Jews c?.nd the propaganda which had
started in USA.
" He tcld me that in the course cf seme recent public
cpinicn survey nine cut :f ten ahrcrage ^mierican
citizens, when asked whether they believed that the
Ncazis ccramit atrocities, answered that it was all
propaganda lies, and that they didn't believe a v/crd
cf it." ( P.89).
It would be a false conclusion to assume that a high government
official such as a State Secretary should knew more than a sample
citizen abcut :ccurences outside his sphere of duties fcr the mere
reason that ho held a high title. The responsible Gestapo agencies
certainly did net inform Baron Steongrr.cht cf their activity. •
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As we know to-day,, enquiries they answered with lies^ The possihility
of an investigation did not erist for him and an inspection of the Camp
Theresienstadt by the Eed Cross and the Danish G-overnment, which Baron
Steengracht was the only one, to have carried out, was, on the contrary,
bound to refute opposing news from abroad* We must not forget that
elementary experience of life that a husband or wife, is Imovni to be the
last to learn of his or her conjugal partner's escapades* TVlien finally
he is told by a friend, he woiold sooner break with him then give credence
to him*
There remains the question to be discussed briefly at what time
does action become inparative according to natural international law,
when does omission imply a responsible accomplico?
"Crimes committed by omission" have often been discussed by Jurists
in all civilized countries* The inception of tnis discussion can be traced
back to Soman law, compare the "actio libera in causa"* Penal law consists,
essentially, of prohibitions and punishes him who violates a prohibition^
Whoever commits an action detrimental to another, is punished, but only :j,a
i
ezceptional cases is he punished who fails to do something* In crimes
committed by omission it is non-intervention which establisnes a violatica
of the law. The perpetrator does not prevent a threatening event that
may hurt other people. An example: An official passes on an order, which-
he finds on Ms desk, to another offico, which carries out this order and
in the course of this a human being is ruined* Based on legal discern
ment, that is to say, on considerations of the law of nature, and not
pursuant to positive legal regulations,
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jurisprudence has developed the following principles: He v;ho is g^iilty
of omission must he.ve had a legal ohligation to act. The omission must
have "been d'one on purpose, there is no peipetra,tlon through nogllgencG*
An ohligation to act can exist only where it is recognized# (Compare
Eeinhard Ifeurach: "Grundriss des Strafreclits" (Outlines of Benal Law} 1948,
Article 15/ll), .A person who is asleep cannot,for instance, he guilty of
"omisBion". Omission must he a result of the-deliberate application of
will-power: A paralytic or one Icpeded hy viclence cannot "omit" to do
an action# This is a principle of special importance for our prohlems#
I cannot see that in ^he Huernherg Trials reference lias hoen made to it
so far,. After all, every argument must first he discovered, hut in
contemplating Paragraph II/4 h, it is forced on us that tiio latter refers
to actions oinLy and not to omissions as v/ell. According to this regulation.,
the cover of superior orders in cprnmity.^ an action does not exempt from
responsihility, But what happens if, hy order of a superior, someone
neglects to act, if, hy order of his superior, and with allthe risk for
his life implied in times Of war, he was hampered In preventing otli^rs
from acting? Can a person become the accomplice of another man's action
hy being eliminated, hy a binding order, from an association which
finally.represents a crime on the part of the person who acts? Fnoevor
has studied the problems of the actio lihera in causa cannot doubt that
a paralytic or one impeded hy violence cannot commit a crime hy omission.
There is no moral difference, nor, on closer investigation, a legal one,
between a paralytic, impeded hy his bodily ailment and another whoso will
has been rendered impotent
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"by a co;ipulsory order/pain of death. There is no deliboraje application
of vrill-powoi', indispensable in establishing a crime Tiy omission.
Thia vill also be the result of another deliberation, the investigation
as to tlig CO onecticBa between cause and effect. An "action or «he omission
of an actioi. can only be considered as the cause of a subsegULint effect
if it lias formed a link in the chain of events and cannot be eAiminated
without modifying the effect. As to omissi'on, the question ariiies; Can
the omitted action not bo construed as an addition without elimii. ating the
effect? (See (>erman Supreme Court of the Heich, Volume 75. Page 50).
An omission in this sense cen become relevant only if the person co.anittdng
the omission was not only unhampered in his decision but also in a
position to roalize his resolve. If his decision had been opposed by
the order of a superior, who would have immediately eliminated him and
his opposition, thereby removing at once the obstacle to his order to
a . third party, if this had happened, the omission of such opposition
could never have become the cause of the final effect » The final effect
was guarajitoed by the authority of the superior, the opposition, by the
subordinate, would merely have presented an interlude and vd-tnout effect
on the event which finally did happen.
In Case XI against Milch the Military Tribural II divided into
the follovdug sub—questions tne problem whether M:llch .
V
slia-res the gallt in the medical oxporiments, possibly as an accsssory,
though actually he did not take part in them:
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1) Did Milch know of the experiments?
2) On the basis of his knowledge^ did he know that they were criminal
in regard to their aim and execution?
3) Did he obtain the knowledge in time in order to be able to take
steps to prevent the experiments?
U) Did he have the power to prevent vhem? (Judgment page 92)
ording is the interpretation of the above sentences developed
om theory into the practice of international law.
It seems to me that it will put ir to our hands the key with which
to unlock uhe door of the prison where Daron Steengracht is still
g Id, and to solve the problem of his case in regard to criminal
law.
ho is involved in this trial at all it is not for the reason
that persooutees themaeXves who had suffered loss of life and limb
through him - or their relatives- have complained about him and
demanded liis punishment, but only because his title of State Secretary
got mixed up with his actual functions, and the conceptions derived
from parliamentary foniis of state were applied to the organisatory
pell-H^ll of the Hitler dictatorship.
The following story is told of a State Secretary of the Third
'ch. During the so-callcd period of struggle, i.e. prior to the
izure of pov/cr. Hitler had promised him; When Xcometo power I will
appoint you Regie rungs rat. On 31 January I933 the mtm reported to
Hitler in order to congratulate him on his chancellorship. Hitler made
him and his friends v;-ait for a long time.
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At last he "was called intc his rcrn, TJhen he re—appeared his friends
assailed him with questicns: Well^ what happened? •'/hat jcb did ycu
get?- The eld fighter was very sad and said: Well, that's the way
with all the great men histcry. The Fuehrer premised me that I
wculd beceme Governmental Ccunsellcr ( Regierungsrat )^and new he
has made me Secretary. State Secretaryo In his naivo-way the nan
made a better estimate cf his new job than a democratic theorist, who
assumes that a State Sgcretary :f the Hitler regime must be an
important political figure, only because cf the title. This
anecdote dates from 1933, whereas Baron Steengracht became State
Secretary only on 5 May 1943, ten years later, when everything was
already in utter confusion,
v/hat, then, was the position which Baron Steengracht encountered on
5 i-5ay 1943? Hitler had been in power for ten years. Policy was fixed
d:wn to the smallest detail. Up t; that date. Baron Steengracht had
not taken .any part in it. The Reich was at war. The war was lest.
Foreign political negotiations were in^ossible since the allied
statesmen had stated as their maxim —unconditional surrender.
The leadership cf the Reich was at the Headquarters where Hitler,
Bcrmanii, Goering, Himmler, Ribbentrcp and many ethers were staffing
with their staffs. Baron Steengracht v/as charged with a purely
administrative task. The develcpments had changed the system of
tasks of this post. This was also do jure taken intc account
at the appointment by Ribbentrcp. By special service regulatirns
Baron Steengracht was excluded from policy. He had not applied for
this job.
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It 7jas transferred tc him by a surprise crder. Barcn Steengracht
tried tT have the crder reversed. He vclunteered fcr frent-line
duty. He was rejected,
•It is a principle cf demccracj?- n:t t: regard a man mere highly
because :f his title. Hcwever^ :no sliculd n:t crnsider him as being
infericr just fcr that reascn and be3d.eve him less thcan cne wculd
believe a mn withcut title. In r demrcracy^ cne can speak rnc's
ioind withrut risking tc Icse cnc's head fcr it. During the Hitler
regime the v:icing cf cpinicns criticizing the gcvernment meant
endangering cne's life. Hcwever^ evor3''b:dy whc knew Barcn Steengracht
porscnally^ cr knew him in an cffLcial cape city^ says that in spite
:f that he risked his life daring tc fight a tenacicus battle
against the persecutirn cf the Jews and the church, against the
arbitrary ligislaticn, against everything which cruld turn a decent
perscn against the leadership :f the Third Reich.
Bar:n Steengracht may be ccmpared t: an "fficer vicic is crdered t:
cne :£ the bridges by the captain :f a ship that has been badl^" hit,
n:t tc the ccnning bridge, but t: cne cf the pcints where scmothing
can still bo dene fcr the crew after the ship is cut cf ccmmissicn.
The decisi:ns made befcre Barcn Steengracht's assumpticn :f duty
were already histcrical facts, just as the dromage which had been
dene tc the ship cf state itself. Hitler's crder which fcrbade all
Jews t: leave the ccuntry, in particular tc omigrate tc Palestine,
had been prcmulgcated, as alsc his 'rder that all Jews Tftere t: be
returned tc their ccuntry :f crigin. «.nly Hitler cculd have cunter-
manded his cwn crders. In spite cf that, Barcn Steengracht saw
Ribbentrcp immediately after assuming rffice and was able t: prevent
diplcmatic negcti-aticns
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with rther ccuntries directed against the Jews frcm being crntinued.
The :rder f :r the depcrtaticn :f the Danish Jews was then given
by Hitler in the autumn rf 1943^ in spite cf aj.1 represontaticns made
by Ribbentr:p. Barcn Steengracht t:?k nc part in this :r any rthcr
dcp?rtati:n. Himmler and his men carried cut these orders. Therefcre^
if he ch:se_, he cruld emit t: fcllciv them up in individual cases»
Howeverj Barcn Steengracht was net in a pcsitirn tc dc so, since ho was
n:t -Officially c:mpetent in the matter^ either as State Secretary
in the Frreign Office or :n the strength rf the duties allocated
tc him personally.This was also the case with the events in France^
Denmark and Hungary. Hitler had given specific orders tc his executive
bodies. The activity cf Hitler's representatives abroad^ v/h: v^erc
directly subordinate t: Ribbentrcp, was c-ntrclled by these orders.
Baron Steengracht was not concorned with the matters in question here.
They were neither routine matters h-r did they come within this general
sphere of duties. If the orders c^me direct frcm Headquarters to these
representatives abrcadj then any responsibility was borne by thorn
alone, and Barcn Steengracht cruld not take it away frcm then.
The fact that the Foreign Office received reports frcm abroad on all
the
events is wrongly interpreted by the Prosecution to mean that/Fcreign
Office was competent for all these matters. In everyday life one is
usually only informed of something when '-no has some connection with
it, and if one asks about ether ^matters, then one is considerod/^urirus.
A Foreign Cffic© has tc be curious. This is one cf its duties, since
it is fr-n such information that the political situation can be
assessed.
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Thus news v^as received frcm all parts :f the -wcrld; news ccnderning
now pcstage stamps^ the theatre^ strikes, matters ccncerning
pclice measures in the cdcupicd ocuntries and a great deal nirre,
^•11 which came under the heading "transmissicn cf news". If
anything connected with these matters displeased the A.A,, it cruld
n:t take acticn by issuing its Twn :rders, fcr it had nc administrative
tasks and nc executive. It cculd cn?_y ccntact ether cffices which
v7ore cimpetent. If it was a questicn :f measures which were t: be •
taken boyrnd the frentiers, then the fcreign Gcvernment had tc be
apprcached. Thus a foreign element •..'as intrcducod, the causal
crnnecticn was interrupted and a nev; chain rf causality began in
a nev; legal circle.
In this trial we have heard a great deal cf the darker side :f the
Third Reich. We have been able tc sec that heavy punishment was
meted cut, particularly if it c:ncerned cases cf disobeying orders
cr :f the abhorred defeatism. It v;as therefore the duty of people
t: help all those who resisted Hitler's crders. This net only fcr the
sake of the person concerned, but in order tc safeguard the influence
he exerted through his job, and perhaps tc protect the sovereignty
of another people, thus serving Gomaany's proper interests. The two
disciplinary investigations conducted by Baron Steengracht as
examining judge have tc be locked at frcm this angle. I am thinking
of the investigations into the activities cf Abetz and Best.
The fact that Baron Steengracht v;as charged with this investigation
proves that he had in n: way been c.nnected with the substance
:f the case unbil then,
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for o•bh^^^1^isG he v^ould. have been acting in his ov/n cause as judcx
inliabilis,
Tlie forn and contents cf these rejoorts had then to be adjusted
to Hitler's and ^ibbcntropls ncntalitj'-^as they T/cro supposed to ini-
press uhcn. In none of those instance did an^-thing happen to any
of the defendants. In the case of Abctz reprisa-ls viiich had been
planned i/ere prevented. In the case of Bost^ the attempt at replacing
counter~terror by ordinary court procedure failed. The report had
no influence on the passing-on of Hitler's order to Denmark.
'..brds con on3y be correctly understood if one considers the at
mosphere and circumstances in which tiiey v/ere pronounced or iwritten
do-iffi. ..hat iiiatters is the vdll v/hich prompted them and which was
expressed by them. Everybody vdll probably agree to that. However^
there is one more fact viiich vdll have to be considered: i.e. it must
be talcen into consideration that the diplomatist had to adjust his
remarks to the circvunstances and the recipient. It v/as his professional
duty to talce this into account and caj?efully judge the effect. Tlie
diplomatist is not a pastor or a confessor. Ho sometimes has to talc
in the language of his adversary in order to roach his goal and per
suade the other party to drop cn unwelcome decision^ Therefore, all
that matters in ohe judgment of the human qualities of such diplomatist
is the aim he Las in mind, and n-t the words dictated to him by
circur.istances. I v/ould lice to remind you of an example from recent
history. It hails from Hr. Enfott Hoosevolt's description of the
Yalta CcnfcroncG, page 238 ot seq. in the 2ucrich edition of the
Book As He oaw It"t At the end f a meal during this conference
i^iarshaJ. Stalin proposed a toast v/hich iir, Einott Roosevelt quotes
as follows:
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" I drink tc the swiftest possible justice for all the
German war criminals — tc the justice cf an execution
unit, I drink tc cur determinaticn tc execute them
immediately after their capture, and I mean all cf them,
and there must bo at least fifty thcusand cf them,"
( A.a.O. page 23S).
" Churchill immediately jumped tc his feet", Ellict Rccsevelt
ccntinues , and said, " Such a prccodiare is in sharp ccictrr.st tc the
British conception cf justice. The British people will never approve
cf such mass murder," It was President Roosevelt's task to sa.ve
the situa.ticn. As Iilir. Ellict Rccsevelt remarks, he considered it
best tc introduce a note cf jocularity:
" As usual", he began, " it seems tc be my task tc act as
mediator in a conflict. It seems certain that a
compromise between ycur conception,llr^Stalin, and that
cf my gccd friend, the Prime Minister, must be found.
Perhaps we could say that we will agree net cn 5C;CCC
but perhvaps a smaller number, let us say about 49^500
war criminals, which are tc be summarily executed."
( A,a,0, Page 239)•
Ue know that nc summary procedure took place later on, but rather
wearisome trials. Thus President Rccsevelt had found the xvords to
have Marshal Stalin see the point in Mr. Churchill's stubborn
resistance, Vffho would dare to tear the words cf the late President
from their context, and in doing so, give them an entirely different
meaning than they had in that particular situation. I would like tc
request the same also for my client: Not to disconnect the vjords from
their context, but to interpret them according tc the purposes Baron
Steengracht had at that time and in the light cf his general ccnduct.
Beside beii^g mentioned in connection with the events in France,
Denmark and Hungary, Barcn Steengracht is also mentioned under
Para.2n cf the Indictment, which deals among other things with the
death cf General Mesny. But in this case also, there is nc other
documentary evidence than that Barcn Steengracht
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cn l^h Ncvember 1944 learned cf a Hitler crder tc dc away with a
French General in reprisal fcr the death cf a German general. He
pretested very strcngly, and obtained the assurance that the Foreign
liinister w:uld never give his consent t: this deed. Barcn
Steengracht's pretest in the name cf the Foreign Cffice was alsc
submitted t: Hitler. Hitler had not wanted the Foreign Office te
define its attitude with regard to this matter. He only wanted te
knew Ribbenbrop's personal cpinicn. .ICter Steengracht was infcrmod
cf Hitler's opinion^ and his decision to give pp the prcpcsition, he
felt sure that nothing cf the sort ovculd take place. Barcn Steengracht
also never heard that Ribbentrop subsequently gave his consent.
The documents show that he actually did not give it and that the
execution of General Hesny was ordered by Hitler much later with
the Foreign Cffice being completely excluded. Of the fact itself, cf
the execution cf the general. Baron Steengracht only learned in the
summer of 1946.
H\.w can one attempt then tc connect with General Mesny's murder a man
who did everything he could tc pppcse this prcpcsiticn, and who,
mcrecver, had proved in numerous ether cases that by his intervention
he had saved people from the drjiger cf falling a victim to one cf
Hitler's brutalities? Fcr years he kept the sen cf a Jew in his house
as if he had been his cwn child. Other Jews and persecutees have
only hijn to thank that they were able to get tc safety abroad. As early
as the turn cf the year 1943/44 Barcn Steengracht found cut about the
plans of the resistance movement against Hitler,as Graefin Moltke
and Grc^fin York
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testified, and on his part actively supported a peace in spite of
Kitler, Ho put forth the utmcst effort to effect the release of the
leader of the young opposition, Graf Helmut Lioltke, He had already
succeeded ulion the events of 20 July 1944 upset everything again* In
the tii'.ie that follcv;ed he himself v/as under strict observation and
v/as in danger of being arrested* In spite of that, he helped the
relatives of those Vviio made the attempt on Hitler's life, viho approached
him, in spite of the fact that it v/as forbidden. Ho did not hesitate
to receive these people even in his ovm office, as many of the
affidavits submitted show. The forj'ier Chief of the Cabinet cf the Queen
of Holland and the envoy heyer-FaUcenberg testify ho\i he helped IHitchr-
men anci. -^olgians, and hov; ho fota.ined freedom for hundreds of people,
and this vdthout being directly connected r/ith Dutch or Belgian
afiairs. Scarcely had Bahon Steengracht become State Secretary, vrfien
he created a special comiiiittee for P'^ '^s and one for foreign workers, in
order to improve their lot. Since this v/as not within the competency
of the -L'oroign Office, this caused special difficulties. The Italian
Idllitary Internees have to thank him for the iraprcvemcnt of their hard
condioions, and finally f:.r their release, Holida.ys and rest camps
f-r tno v^ther s ivcre organised on his instigation, and the Nuntius,
as v/cll as the Rod Cross, were given the possibility of giving help to
innumorablo Pv/'s, He maintained contact vdth the I'luntius, by vhich the
Huntius vc.s informed on many madters of which l:o v/as n.^ supposed to
have any Icnov/lodge, but which relieved many people from suspense about
the fate of their relatives or made concrete assistance possible^
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In one single docunont 87 such cases arc nontioncd, I >nly mention
these thii\';s hero, without going into details, because the;r show
the humane conduct and the trend of mind of Steengracht, viio never
sav/ in his I'^osition anything else than the possibility of alleviating
hardship, of opposing cruelty, and of preventing Throng. This was not
an easy thing to do in the Third Reich. Ho viic stood firm against the
avalanche, ran the risk of getting crushed by it. To this belongs
also the so-called "Schutzpass-Aktionen" in Hungary i/diich exempted .
tens of thousands of Hungarian Jev/s from those r.ica.surcs, One has to
proceed from this basic aittitudc of a person, if one seeks to judge
hiia from the high level of international lavf. The law should no't be
used to forge shackles Yiiich vrc-uld hinder the kind helper in his
intervention. A law that would throw a. man v^o tried to lend a hand to
mitigate the consequences of the crii:iinal actions cf ethers, or at
least endeavored to check then, into one pot with the guilty, is
no lavf, but a completely nistalcon measure, for it would discourage
all men from helping others, because in giving their assistance,
they Tjould run the risk of being drawn into current of events •
caused by ci'imin.al intention. He, vvho assists so eagerly in putting
out a fire that he risks his ovm. life is, according to usual logic,
not tlie IncondiaTy. Her is he the inccndiany ".;iio has lived in the
house and had o-n ^^ffico in the administration cf the house, unless
it can be proven that ho had a part in the arson.
No sooner had Baron Steengracht come to office, than th© Goman-
Italian army capitulated in Tunis.
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kt the same time the third ccnference between President Rccsevelt
and Prime Ilinister Churchill tcck place in Washington, in the course
of which the imrasicn in France was decided fcr the summer :f 1944*
Immediately before that the 6th Germa.n /vrmy had been wiped :ut at
Stalingrad, Cn 23 January 1943 President Rccsevelt and Prime Ilinister
Churchill had met at Casablanca and proclaimed the demand fcr
uncmditicnal surrender. Cne can truthfully say that Barcn Steengracht
stepped cn to the bridge cf a sinking ship.
In :rder t: shew the High Tribunal h:v/ little he cculd really d: and
also hcvi? little he had dene, hew small his sphere cf influence was,
a precise statement is being submitted in the Closing Brief,
comprising all the documents which the Prosecution had introduced
against the Foreign Office befcre their closing and which merely
covers the period cf Baron Steengracht's assignment, .t,bcut half cf
these documents bear no relation whatever to Baron Steengracht, Cf
the documents which were sent via the State Secretary, i,e, his
office, again two thirds came there only afterwards. He signed only
24 documents, i,e, one fifteenth of all doGuments comprised in this,
statement. And cf these 24 documents only cne eigth, i,e, 3 documents,
contain instructions which primarily pertain to the trial, Cf those
3 instructions only one single instruction was not issued on the
express order cf the Minister, but on his own initiative. This is the
telegraphic order Exh.l80<26 in Docunieirb Bock 62 A, which constitutes
the exact opposite cf a racial persecution, since it enabled the
General Consul at Monaco to protect the few Jews living there from
Heydrich's men. On the ether hand, 5 orders cf the departments and
55 of the Minisfeer were submitted. The remaining seven eigfehs of the
documents signed by Barcn Steengracht are merely reports ( Informaticner.
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Half ;f these again are based cn directives frcm the Ifinister and
tvjc thirds are cf a purely administrative character.
The cpinicn cf the Regent cf Hungary^ vcn Hcrthyj ccncerning Barrn
Steengracht I have already menticned at the beginning. I finally
I'vish tc draw attenticn tc the descripticn by the Swedish J'linisterj
whc said that^ unlike his supericrs, ho head always fcund Barcn
Steengracht tc shew gccd will. And the Danish IstLnisterj whc tcday is
the Danish representative in Rcme, sa.ys that at all times Barcn
Steengracht eagerly suppcrted Danish interests. In twc further
instances he states that Barcn Steengracht was the mcst fearless
:f all the cfficials cf the Fcreign Cfrxce, whc criticized the
measures cf his Gcvernment mcst severely. The Vicar cf Mcylandj the
aged Karl Rccker, whc has kncwn Barcn Steengracht since he was bcrn
and whc has fcllcwed every phase cf his life frcm near cr frcm afar,
although he c.uld say very little abcut the dccuments submitted, he
cculd say much abcut the man v;hc is standing befcre ycu as a
defendant. In the district frcm where he ccmes he is s: well reputed
and respected, sc trusted and Icved, that, as the aged vicar, whc
was deeply mcved, said at the end cf his testimcny, the people there
are praying for a favorable sentence.
We here beg fcr a fair trial.
" .'ill that the defendants are entitled tc ask is tc redeive a fair
trial cn the facts and law", says the IMP Judgment abcut the rights
:f the defendants, ( The Law :f the Charter, End cf Paragraph 3).
Fcr the individual defendant the mcst important thing is the right
which .'3 granted tc himj fcr hini it moans everything, but in truth
there is here much mere at stake.
- 4S
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Henry L. Simson, who as prominent authority on international law
was quoted in the Just ice-Judgment, has said:
"¥e can understand the law of Huemberg only if we see it for
what it is — a great new case in the book of international
law, and not a formal enforcement of codified statutes#"
(Case III, 2?ranscript PagelOSS?)..
In international law, the clausula rebus sic stantibus is^imn^ent
in a particularly large measureo Even as xTatural law it could imdergo
changes and becoBie outdated through events; the actual legal status
of the community under international law is decisive when it is contra
dictory to Natural law. One thing, however, is absolutely sure: Ihe
world to—day does not stand where it stood in the summer of 1945, when
the london Charter and later the Control Council law No. 10 v/ere created,
and it no longer stands where it stood in October 1946 when the II€I?
Judgment was given« Besides the question which was already discussed in
tne 31,ick Case, namely in how far the ascertainments and legal arguments
of the Evil can be in any way prejudicial - compare Case V, Trsjiscript
Pago 10978 - the much greater problem arises: Have the legal maxims
which a.t that time were considered as Natural law proved effective in
since then?
the years wiiich have elapsed / The Tribunal administers international
law. It therefore must use as a basis the state of the world to-day,
and in contrast to the conception of Natural law of the yea.r 1945
consider what in the meantime has actually emerged as legal customs
in tne treatment of PWs and of parts of the population of occupied
territories through the administration of occupied territories by all
four signatory powers#
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If Nuremberg is supposed to begin a new chapter in the book of
international law, as was stated by no less a peirson than Henry L.
Simson,thon this chapter must be v/ritten with the care taken by every
author
clever/with the beginning of a book, so that the reader does not close
it after the first fev/ pages and disappointedly lay it aside. There
is really more at stake hero than nierel;)'" the fate o? the defendants,
although this is very much, too, and means everythirg for these men.
The matter at stake is whether a new international l£ w can be laid
down which would be capable of restoring order in thiif world. Tr'lialther
Rathenau, in whom was combined profound spiritual educ£*.tion and inter
national experience in economic affairs, in 1919 wrote c book ("Kritik
der dreifachen Revolution" - Criticism of the Triple Revolution) in
which he conceived the then just concluded '//orld vvar and the later
world '.ar, which he prophetically foresaw, outwardly still i">nly as the
fights of national States, but actually as signifying the ou*..break of
a world revolution. Walthcr Rathenau was right when he statec that
the new war would break out in our country and, as he said, in "ihat of
our eastern neighbor (loco citato, p.U8) "as the place of the least
world-political resistance". Perhaps he will also prove to have
been right in considering it was not possible to eliminate the
difficulties in the world by purely economic measures, but that this
aim could only be achieved if it v/ere found possible to create a new
feeling for justice and of confidence in justice in the world.
-^0-
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